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LEVEL 3: LIVING THINGS

KEY QUESTION:

How can simple systems react to data 
in ways that help us look after the 
worm farm?

Questions that answer part of the key 
question:

• Can we build a system to automatically 
respond to heat and dryness?

• What if our system or its components 
fail? 

• Can we protect the worm farm against 
some foreseen risks?

Your students are encouraged to come up 
with more questions and more possible 
scenarios to inspire projects of their own.

ABOUT THIS RESOURCE
This Level 3 resource assumes that in Level 2 students have been exposed 
to networking logic and have begun to take a more independent role 
by beginning to tinker with the ways they might want to put together 
simple, off-the-shelf sensors and other components. 

Level 3 assumes that students become essentially autonomous: we 
set challenges for them and show them some of the extended things 
they can do with the sensors, actuators and simple components. We 
introduce some simple coding in Level 3.

Look at Level 3 like the culmination of a ‘learn to surf’ course: we’ve 
practised getting on the board and reading the waves, we’ve been out there and developed some familiarity 
with the gear. Now we’re asking students to get out in the surf and see what they can do – we provide a few 
more advanced tips, but from now, it’s a case of ‘surf and see’ – and try again if it doesn’t work. Show students 
that it’s better to try something and fail than not to try at all.

Teachers facilitate and coach. In Level 3, provide support and reflection with students to enable them to follow 
the extended tips, and to see where and how they might be applied to other situations or problems in the 
school environment. Help them find additional tech guidance to supplement the examples that are embedded 
in this unit – or to elect feasible, affordable additional components. 

Most of all, provide the time and clear mental space for students to tinker and try to build increasingly complex 
networks that respond in a predetermined way to data and other inputs. They are absolutely encouraged to seek 
out other problems in the garden or school grounds and propose solutions (we have suggested a few ideas) – 
but by now they should be beginning to surf on their own.

NEW SKILLS FOR LEVEL 3
The purpose of this level and unit is to show 
students some of the additional ways humans can 
set up combinations of components to respond to 
predetermined parameters in data. 

We extend some of the knowledge and skills 
we introduced in Level 2 with, for example, 
simple projects showing the integration of a new 
measurement value or how to add a new physical 
sensor. With the pH sensor project, we get into some 
simple algebra as students need to calibrate a sensor 
to a scale (in this case pH) and write this calibration 
into the code on the Espruino device. 

WHEN TO START LEVEL 3
Start any time, after students have completed or 
have learned the concepts in Level 2. This unit is not 
tied to a particular time of year.

YOU WILL NEED 
An active worm farm is optional, but not actually 
required in Level 3. 

http://www.iotkg.org
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LEVEL 3: LIVING THINGS

AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM LINKS 

Year 6
The growth and survival of living things are affected by 
physical conditions of their environment (ACSSU094)

Scientific knowledge is used to solve problems and 
inform personal and community decisions (ACSHE100)

MATHEMATICS
Year 3
Collect data, organise into categories and create 
displays using lists, tables, picture graphs and simple 
column graphs, with and without the use of digital 
technologies (ACMSP069)

Year 4
Construct suitable data displays, with and without the 
use of digital technologies, from given or collected data. 
Include tables, column graphs and picture graphs where 
one picture can represent many data values (ACMSP096)

Year 5
Pose questions and collect categorical or numerical data 
by observation or survey (ACMSP118)

Construct displays, including column graphs, dot plots 
and tables, appropriate for data type, with and without 
the use of digital technologies (ACMSP119)

Year 6
Interpret and compare a range of data displays, 
including side-by-side column graphs for two 
categorical variables (ACMSP147)

Interpret secondary data presented in digital media and 
elsewhere (ACMSP148)

CROSS-CURRICULUM PRIORITIES
Sustainability

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES
Years 3&4
Collect, access and present different types of data 
using simple software to create information and solve 
problems (ACTDIP009)

Define simple problems, and describe and follow a 
sequence of steps and decisions (algorithms) needed to 
solve them (ACTDIP010)

Years 5&6
Acquire, store and validate different types of data, and 
use a range of software to interpret and visualise data to 
create information (ACTDIP016)

Define problems in terms of data and functional 
requirements drawing on previously solved problems 
(ACTDIP017)

Implement digital solutions as simple visual programs 
involving branching, iteration (repetition), and user input 
(ACTDIP020)

Years 7&8 
Acquire data from a range of sources and evaluate 
authenticity, accuracy and timeliness (ACTDIP025)

Analyse and visualise data using a range of software to 
create information, and use structured data to model 
objects or events (ACTDIP026)

Implement and modify programs with user interfaces 
involving branching, iteration and functions in a general-
purpose programming language (ACTDIP030)

SCIENCE
Year 3
Science involves making predictions and describing 
patterns and relationships (ACSHE050)

Year 4
Science knowledge helps people to understand the 
effect of  their actions (ACSHE062)

Living things depend on each other and the environment 
to survive (ACSSU073)

Year 5
Scientific knowledge is used to solve problems and 
inform personal and community decisions (ACSHE083)

Living things have structural features and adaptations 
that help them to survive in their environment 
(ACSSU043)

http://www.iotkg.org
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LEVEL 3: LIVING THINGS

UNIT OVERVIEW 

EXTENSION IDEA: EROSION ACTION

• In the school grounds

• Multiple sessions for data collection
Exploring ideas for using sensors to monitor and 
prevent soil erosion in the school grounds. 

LESSON 3: WORM FARM PH

• Indoors and outdoors (for pH testing) 

• 35-45 minutes

Connecting a pH sensor to the pixl and testing pH in 
the garden and worm farm.

PROJECT: SET UP A PH SENSOR

• Indoors 

• 35-45 minutes 

Setting up the pH sensor and calibrating it. 

LESSON 4: SETTING UP STUDENT 
PROJECTS 

• Indoors 

• 30 minutes plus project time

Brainstorming ideas for student projects that use IoT. 

LESSON 1: POWER FOR LIFE

• Indoors or outdoors

• 20-30 minutes

Exploring risks such as the limited battery life; 
learning to collect battery data. 

PROJECT: READ THE PUCK 
BATTERY POWER DATA & SET UP 
ALERT

• Indoors or outdoors (not location 
specific) 

• 25-30 minutes 

Learning how to get battery power data and 
(optional) creating a battery alert.

LESSON 2: ADDING AN ACTUATOR

• Indoors and outdoors (for watering project) 

• 35-45 minutes 

Setting up a new Espruino device, learning simple 
coding to connect it to a new sensor and actuator.

PROJECT: SET UP PIXL

• Indoors 

• 35-45 minutes 

Learning how to set up the pixl and doing 
some simple coding.

http://www.iotkg.org
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LEVEL 3: LIVING THINGS

EQUIPMENT / RESOURCES 
BASIC SOFTWARE AND EQUIPMENT LIST 

• Miflora sensor and Espruino device / puck (one of each, although you are welcome to get more) 

• IoTKG app running on a tablet or device 

• Google sheets or Excel 

• A Thingspeak account (optional)

• Integromat – www.integromat.com

LEVEL 3 SOFTWARE & EQUIPMENT LIST
During the course of these Level 3 lessons, we show you how to set up and use these new items  
for applied uses in the school environment:

• A Pixl Espruino device 

• The firmware for the pixl device (from Resources on the  
IoTKG website) 

• Analog moisture sensor by DFRobot:  
www.dfrobot.com/product-1385.html

• Espruino Web IDE: www.espruino.com/ide  

• Analog pH sensor by DFRobot:  
www.dfrobot.com/product-1025.html

• (optional) Grove Smart Plant Care Kit for Arduino by Seeed:  
www.seeedstudio.com/Grove-Smart-Plant-Care-Kit-for-Arduino.html

WHAT THE EQUIPMENT IS DOING
In Levels 1 and 2, the Miflora sensor connects (pairs with) an Espruino device, which until now has 
been the puck. The sensor sends data to the Espruino device, where it is stored, and the IoTKG app 
retrieves that data from the Espruino device and sends it to the cloud. 

In Lesson 1 of Level 3 we use the Miflora sensor and the puck, however in Lesson 2 and its associated 
projects we introduce a new type of Espruino device, a Pixl. The second project shows students how 
to set this up. Having a new type of Espruino device allows us to show students that the principles of 
operating various Espruino devices are similar, but in this case we have more options  
for adding new sensors and customising the Espruino when we use the Pixl. 

The Pixl is very similar to another popular microcontroller device that you may have heard of, the 
Arduino. Both the Pixl and the Arduino are designed so that it is very easy to plug new sensors into 
them – the Pixl will be compatible with many add-ons made for the Arduino or for the Pixl, such as 
the pH sensor we use in Project 3.

In Level 3, we show students how to find and collect additional data available in the Miflora sensor 
(its battery level). 

http://www.iotkg.org
http://www.thingspeak.com
https://www.integromat.com
http://www.iotkg.org/resources
https://www.dfrobot.com/product-1385.html
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?q=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.espruino.com%2Fide&redir_token=QUFFLUhqbEo1Tk1EcUFOQm5zUkRJczVRTmVEMHFCcS1zZ3xBQ3Jtc0ttNTMtXzlhUjhtWElsOEVHem1JcFVsYzItUVlmQ25aN1kyVWE0UFJydWFlWVBKbXFEZVVxNFlYTk5WUE52Nk9MamNuX0RZZnlFLWk3MkpnWE1PaXAwOFNyWHlyZ3RPU0YwQ2c0TFc4STVyYjkzQWRxRQ%3D%3D&event=video_description&v=gsIuW2aAJQc
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LEVEL 3: LIVING THINGS | LESSON 1

LESSON 1

POWER FOR LIFE

PURPOSE: 
Learning to integrate a new measurement value

LOCATION: 
Indoors or outdoors

DURATION: 
20-30 minutes 

YOU WILL NEED: 

• An operating Miflora sensor and puck  
(Espruino device) 

• An Integromat account 

GUIDING QUESTION: 

• What is the limitation in battery 
life of the puck?  

• How could this threaten the 
usefulness of an automated 
system? 

• How can we mitigate against  
this risk?

We will:

• Discuss some of the drawbacks to the use  
of IoT 

• Use this as a model to explore how designers 
try to take risks into account in designing  
a system

• Learn that the puck collects and stores its own 
battery data

• Add the puck’s battery data to the IoTKG App  
or to our Google Sheets.

http://www.iotkg.org
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LEVEL 3: LIVING THINGS | LESSON 1

DESIGNING FOR RISKS
Discuss what you could do to make a failure of  
the IoT technology less likely, or less harmful to  
the worms. 

Suggestions may include lots of things such as 
having double systems, or backup systems. 

See if you get these ideas (or similar ideas) about the 
battery data, and if you do, write them down:

• Check the battery each day

• Plug it in to recharge it each day 

• Set up a battery alert to warn us when the level 
is low.

Point out that battery data will be like moisture – 
expressed as a percentage of 100%. 

Ask students to mentally compare the sensor and 
puck to a tablet or smart phone. Ask: without a 
screen, how do we see the data from the puck? It’s 
not coming into the IoTKG app but we know it is 
being collected by the puck (we checked). 

We will learn to modify the process we learned 
in Levels 1 and 2 so that we can collect and view 
battery power data (and/or export it to a location 
such as the IoTKG app or the Google sheet we used 
in Level 2). 

All we need to do is learn where and how to get the 
puck to send us battery power data.

We can also: 

• Set up an alert to tell us when the puck’s 
battery is low. 

GETTING STARTED
Ask students to explain to you one or more 
drawback if the worm farm were fully automated 
(i.e. what if the technology was automated to feed 
the worms, and to open and close vents but we did 
not check the worms for several weeks? What could 
go wrong?) 

Can we define each risk of failure, and find ways to 
prevent our worms being harmed?

Hopefully, someone mentions the problems that 
happen if a phone or tablet, the puck/ Espruino 
device or one of the sensors runs out of battery 
life. You could ask them how they would know if 
the sensor was out of battery power and whether 
it might be annoying or compromise our data 
collection about the worm farm if we didn’t notice 
for a while.  

If we become reliant on the tech telling us when the 
worms are too hot, too cold, too wet or too dry, and 
if one day the battery runs out but we don’t notice 
for a few days, we could be at risk of losing all the 
worms to heat, cold, dryness or waterlogging. Let’s 
make sure that doesn’t happen.  

http://www.iotkg.org
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When the data for battery is returned via the IoTKG 
App (after doing the project on the next page), 
explore these concepts: 

• Remaining battery power is expressed as a 
percentage of total potential battery charge 
(i.e. 30/100 or 30%). 

• Do students expect the battery to lose charge  
at a consistent rate?

• Can they track this rate in the data once they 
have battery data coming in regularly, to check 
their predictions and make some conclusions 
supported by evidence in the data, about the 
rate of battery power loss??

• Can students use these conclusions to 
determine the best moment to change the 
battery in the puck? (I.e. at what percentage  
of full battery power?) 

LEVEL 3: LIVING THINGS | LESSON 1

BATTERY LIFE

All batteries are not equal, and students 
may have experienced that batteries can 
lose charge at varying rates (for example, 
over time a tablet or phone battery naturally 
decays and is less effective at ‘holding’ a 
charge). 

The puck uses a small 
CR2032 lithium button 
cell battery. Modern 
lithium batteries are 
quite reliable (and 
have been improving 
in recent years), so the 
factors that affect the battery include not 
just how often the puck sends data, but also 
extreme heat, extreme cold and moisture. 

Gardens are known for these conditions, so 
expect your puck battery to last between 
2-3 months. And be warned: it may not go to 
0% before it goes flat. The degradation from 
full power to nil is not linear. 

http://www.iotkg.org
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LEVEL 3: LIVING THINGS | LESSON 1 | PROJECT

PROJECT: READ THE PUCK BATTERY 
POWER DATA & SET UP ALERT 

The puck (Espruino device) collects and stores data about its battery power level, but until we tell 
the puck where to send this and what to label it, this data remains invisible to us. An ideal place to 
put the data is into the IoTKG App with the other data we are collecting from the sensor. 

We are going to do three steps: 

1. Use IDE on Espruino.com (espruino.com/ide) to ‘unhook’ the puck from the sensor and have the 
puck store and send battery data instead. 

2. Use IDE to program the puck to put this data on the IoTKG App, and tell it what to label this data. 
We can also set the frequency at which this data is stored and communicated (we have chosen 
once per hour). 

3. Reconnect the puck to the Miflora sensor (using the MAC address of your Miflora sensor) to 
resume collecting data on moisture, temperature, light and soil fertility. 

TIP
Make sure you export your Miflora sensor  
data to Thingspeak or to other services before 
you begin, as when you change the connection 
between the puck and the Miflora sensors the 
older data will be lost! 

TO GET STARTED

• Visit IDE on Espruino.com (espruino.com/IDE) 

• Visit the IoTKG website to get this video 
www.iotkg.org 

 › Reading the puck battery power data

SET UP AN ALERT (OPTIONAL)
An optional fourth step, is to set up an alert to 
tell you when the battery is low on power. At 
Level 3 we don’t provide all the step-by-step 
instructions, so here are some tips – if you have 
completed Level 2, you should have done most 
of these steps before. Get tinkering! 

• Follow the steps in the video to ‘find’ the 
battery power data on the puck and do the 
simple coding needed to allocate a name 
to the battery data and an interval for 
collection. 

• Reconnect the puck to the Miflora sensor 
to resume collecting data on moisture, 
temperature, light and soil fertility alongside 
the new puck battery power data stream 
you have just added.

TIPS 

• Visit your account on Integromat.

• Export your battery data to Integromat  
(via the Webhooks module).

• Connect the battery power data to an email 
module. Decide on the best email address  
to receive it. You can put the battery data  
in the contents of the email. 

• Set up a filter on the connection between 
the two modules so that it only sends 
the email if the battery is below a 
predetermined level (e.g. 20%, 40%). 

• Schedule it to run immediately whenever it 
gets data. (You will have set the interval in 
the project above to 3600 seconds, or 1 hour.)

http://www.iotkg.org
http://www.iotkg.org
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LEVEL 3: LIVING THINGS | LESSON 2

LESSON 2

ADDING AN ACTUATOR

PURPOSE:
Learning that we can use different devices to make  
a system to monitor our data and respond to it

Learning simple coding for a new Espruino device 
(the pixl) and sensor that we can connect to an 
actuator

LOCATION: 
The garden and the classroom

DURATION: 
35-45 minutes

GUIDING QUESTION: 

• Can we set up a different system 
to help us look after the health 
of our worm farm?  

YOU WILL NEED: 

• a mobile device with Bluetooth 

• a pixl Espruino device

• the pixl Firmware from the IoTKG website - 
https://iotkg.org/iotkg-resources/

• a soil moisture sensor that is compatible with 
the pixl (or Arduino UNO). In the video, we use 
the DFRobot Capacitive moisture sensor, but any 
moisture sensor that is compatible with the  
pixl or Arduino UNO should work – some are 
more difficult than others to set up

• a LinkTap or similar ‘smart’ tap, LinkTap Gateway 
and an account on the LinkTap app

• a worm farm

http://www.iotkg.org
https://iotkg.org/iotkg-resources/
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We will: 

• Learn how to put the IoTKG firmware onto a 
new type of Espruino device

• Work out, with some help, how to attach a soil 
moisture sensor to the new Espruino device

• Use the new sensor to monitor the moisture 
level of the worm farm (or other locations in 
the garden)

• Connect an actuator and use data to take 
action, such as connecting to a ‘smart tap’  
like Link Tap

GETTING STARTED
Show students the new Espruino device – the  
pixl – and your chosen soil moisture sensor and 
actuator (such as a LinkTap with its LinkTap 
Gateway) for this lesson. 

You may have chosen a different soil moisture 
sensor, and we encourage you to give students as 
much time to research this sensor online and learn 
to set it up. We used the DFRobot Capacitive soil 
moisture sensor. 

THE CHALLENGE!
As this is Level 3, make the most of the 
opportunity for students to tinker with the 
new Espruino device and sensors or actuators 
that can be attached to it. 

Challenge them:

Can students set up a system that automatically 
waters a small area, such as a window box or small 
worm farm, in response to soil moisture data? 

Ideally, students should begin to come up with 
projects like these, which require them to combine 
sensors and actuators, and/or to include inputs from 
more than one source. 

This would be a great time to brainstorm ideas for 
projects using the pixl with the capability it brings, 
which is to be able to add sensors and actuators 
(easily) to it. At the end of this unit, we do an open 
brainstorm that can take these early ideas further, so 
keep them.

Review any thoughts students have about the 
interchangeability of Espruino devices and sensors. 
Explain that the pixl allows us to physically connect 
new sensors and actuators, and that it has the same 
size and layout (footprint) as an Arduino UNO – 
which some student may have used. This means we 
can use the pixl with some of the many add-ons 
made for the Arduino (as well as those for the pixl). 

SETTING UP THE NEW ESPRUINO 
DEVICE
Most of the actual ‘doing’ of this lesson is in 
the project beginning on the next page. 

Turn to Project: Connecting New Sensors 
and follow the steps in the project to set up 
the pixl and learn how to flash the IoTKG 
Firmware onto the pixl, as well as how to 
connect it to a new type of soil moisture 
sensor and code it to begin collecting data. 

LEVEL 3: LIVING THINGS | LESSON 2

http://www.iotkg.org
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Here are some prompts to get your own 
brainstorming session started: 

• Can we connect two sensors to the Espruino 
device? How would we do this? 

• What sort of actuators could we attach? 

• What problems could they solve?

• How could we use a smart tap such as Link Tap 
or similar to ensure adequate moisture levels in 
the worm farm? 

• What are sensible parameters within which the 
worm farm should remain? (E.g. above 20% and 
below 60% moisture.)

• Can we combine more than one input to 
our system? For example, how would we 
bring in forecast data and include that in 
our calculations before triggering automatic 
watering of the worm farm? 

TIME TO THINK AND TINKER 
We’ve talked about the benefit of ‘thinkering’ – which 
is to take all that you have tried so far and look for 
ways to combine it into new systems, new projects, 
or against new problems. 

Ask students to consider: 

What else can we build to help us  
solve any soil- or moisture-related 

problem in the garden?  

Keep these notes, as they might provide a 
springboard to student-led projects at the end of the 
next lesson. You could also do the Extension on page 
13 to help students imagine other applications of the 
hardware. 

LEVEL 3: LIVING THINGS | LESSON 2

http://www.iotkg.org
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LEVEL 3: LIVING THINGS | LESSON 2 | PROJECT

PROJECT: CONNECTING  
NEW SENSORS

The pixl is another type of Espruino device, just 
like the puck we have been using. In a similar 
way to the puck, the pixl collects and stores 
data from sensors, which the app retrieves and 
sends to the cloud. 

It is in the form of a board, which means we  
can quite easily connect add-ons to the pixl, 
and because it is the same size and shape  
(or footprint) as the popular Arduino UNO, there 
are many add-ons that can be used with the  
pixl or the Arduino. 

We are going to do three steps: 

1. Connect to the DfuTarg device on the 
NRFConnect or NRFToolbox app

2. Set up the hardware, by plugging sensors 
into the pixl

3. Write a simple code to the pixl to instruct  
it to get data from the sensor

TIP 
Watch the video all the way through once first, 
then have it on a separate device (other than the 
one you are using to control the pixl) so that 
you can start and stop it as you go. 

Because this is Level 3, we allow for the 
possibility that you are using your own chosen 
sensor, not necessarily the DFRobot Capacitive 
soil moisture sensor we use in the video. This 
is fine! Simply check online information about 
your sensor and work through it to set up the 
sensor – some are easier than others to initiate 
and code. 

TO GET STARTED

• Download the pixl firmware from the 
‘Resources’ area of the IoTKG website. 

• Visit the IoTKG website to get this video – 
www.iotkg.org 

Connecting External Sensors to your Pixl

• If you need more help flashing the 
firmware on the new Espruino device, refer 
to the more detailed instructions in the 
puck set-up video called:

 › Flashing IoTKG Firmware on your 
Espruino Device

• Follow the steps in the video, and if 
needed, the puck set-up video for extra 
advice on flashing the Firmware. 

• Connect your chosen soil moisture sensor, 
and begin collecting data. 

• Use Integromat to connect actuators 
to your new Espruino device, such as a 
LinkTap or similar smart watering device 
compatible with pixl or Arduino UNO.  
Here’s how:

 › Set up a LinkTap account at  
www.link-tap.com 

Visit the IoTKG website to get these two 
videos. www.iotkg.org 

 › LinkTap Set up 

 › Connect LinkTap to Integromat

(These steps were covered in greater detail in Climate 
Level 2, but here we hope that students will take charge 
and do it - with mistakes allowed - themselves.) 

http://www.iotkg.org
http://www.iotkg.org
http://www.link-tap.com
http://www.iotkg.org
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EROSION ACTION

Moisture in the soil helps to ‘knit’ the soil particles into tiny clumps (called aggregates). This partly 
happens because soil moisture supports a healthy microbiota (the ecosystem of tiny living things in the 
soil). When the small beasties in the soil flourish, their feeding, moving, dying and decomposing further 
improves soil structure, water-holding capacity, and drainage. We get nice, fluffy soil with air- and 
water-holding spaces between the aggregates.

When soil is very dry and the soil microbiota has died out, the soil structure can collapse, or become 
compacted, which means no air or water gaps exist. This soil can become what is called ‘hydrophobic’ 
– the name literally means, ‘scared of water’! 

You probably know where the areas of hydrophobic soil are in the school grounds. Grass doesn’t grow 
there, and the soil looks dusty and dry. 

Sudden rain events onto hydrophobic soil can cause gullying or water erosion. You’ll also know where 
these gullies appear after big storms – they follow the slope downwards and carry away the soil, 
causing trip hazards and degrading the soil even further.

Traditionally the response has been to concrete these areas, but concrete is hot on warm days, and the 
water shedding off concrete can create more gullies around the site. The traditional approach ‘chases 
its tail’ by concreting more and more areas, adding steps where once there was just a slope of earth.

Rather than concreting the area, could we use the sensors to track subtle shifts in the ongoing soil 
moisture to alert us to the problem before it happens?

• Could we prevent this if we knew the moisture content of the soil in areas prone to compaction 
and erosion? 

• What surveying would we need to do first to find and assess likely sites for this data collection? 

• Could we check the school grounds for areas likely to become very wet and propose different 
pathways, or new pathway materials such as wood chip mulch that insulate and protect the soil?

• Is soil moisture the only data we should collect for this project?  

• How much moisture would be enough to keep this soil ‘live’? (Research required.)

• Is there any way sensors could alert us to changes in soil areas that we think are likely to become 
problematic and prone to hydrophobia? 

• What other practical considerations do we need to make? 

Could we apply this approach anywhere else in the local or regional area? Where is erosion an 
environmental problem in our area?

EXTENSION IDEA

LEVEL 3: LIVING THINGS | LESSON 2 | EXTENSION IDEA

http://www.iotkg.org
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LESSON 3

WORM FARM PH

LEVEL 3: LIVING THINGS | LESSON 3

GUIDING QUESTION: 

• How can we use data about pH 
to keep our population of worms 
healthy? 

PURPOSE:
Learning to set up a new sensor that requires  
a small amount of coding

LOCATION: 
The garden and the classroom

DURATION: 
35-45 minutes

YOU WILL NEED: 

• (optional) a Manutec soil pH sensor scratch-card 
kit 

• a soil pH sensor compatible with the pixl –  
we used the Analog pH sensor by DFRobot: 
https://www.dfrobot.com/product-1025.html

• a pixl Espruino device

• a worm farm

We will: 

• Set up a new sensor, in this case a pH sensor

• Use the new sensor to monitor the pH of the 
worm farm over time

• Use the data to make decisions, take action  
and check the effect of these actions

http://www.iotkg.org
https://www.dfrobot.com/product-1025.html
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NOTES FOR THE TEACHER
In this lesson, students are beginning to learn one 
of the great benefits of IoT and sensor technology, 
which is the affordable capacity to collect and 
analyse very small shifts in data (such as soil 
conditions) over longer periods of time. This allows 
gardeners (or farmers) to make subtle adjustments 
that keep systems working at optimum effectiveness. 

Emphasise that cause and effect can be played out  
in small increments over a period of time – not just 
in dramatic events like a single hot day. 

Longer-term risks to the worm farm system are 
called chronic risks, and short-term risks to the 
worm farm such as a single hot day are called acute 
risks.

Having this environmental science context ensures 
that this lesson is not focused on the tech without 
application to the real world. Allow plenty of time to 
tinker, but do bring it back to problem-solving in the 
garden or school grounds. The brainstorm at the end 
and the extension ideas will help.

EXPLORING SOIL PH 
You may have noticed that throughout Levels 1 and 2, 
we have introduced the concept of pH and why this 
matters to the worm farm. This was in preparation 
for this Level 3 activity. We have repeated the 
information about pH scale and plants below for 
convenience.

If it has been some time since you did Levels 1 and 2, 
you could review some of that material now, or use 
scratch-card pH kits to test the soil pH in key places 
in the garden as well as the worm farm.

Introduce the terms ‘acidic’ and ‘alkaline’ (sometimes 
referred to as ‘basic’) and explain that acidic soils 
are soils with a pH value of less than 7 in water, and 
alkaline soils are soils with a pH value of more than 
7 in water. 

The pH of soil relates to its parent material (the 
rock, gravel and other inert material from which it 
was formed), the addition or subtraction of nitrogen 
through plant, animal or human activity or through 
erosion.

Try testing a variety of substances suggested by 
students, ranging from compost heaps to worm 
leachate (liquid) int he garden, and fruit juice, milk, 
and a bicarbonate of soda slurry from the kitchen.

WORMS AND PH
Worms thrive in a neutral pH 
of between 6 and 7. Many plant 
materials that might end up in 
a worm farm, such as citrus 
peels, onions, tomatoes or 
coffee grounds, have a pH that is 
lower than 6, meaning they are 
acidic. Ask students to tell you: 
if we add too many acidic food 
items to the worm farm, what 
will happen to the overall worm farm pH? (It will 
decrease, or become more acidic). This could lead to 
lower health and productivity of the worms.

What to do if the worm farm gets too acidic? Add 
more basic or alkaline materials. These include 
crushed egg shells, garden lime, and small amounts 
of wood ash. Not too much! The aim of the worm 
farm is balance. 

LEVEL 3: LIVING THINGS | LESSON 3

Discuss this question both before and after setting up 
the pH sensor:

• How can we use data about pH to keep our 
population of worms healthy? 

Or, how can the new sensor help us adjust the feed 
(and other additives, such as garden lime), we put 
into the worm farm?

TEACHER RESOURCE
More about what to add and how to maintain the 
worm farm pH can be found here:

• Uncle Jim’s Worm farm – Worm bin acidity: 
https://unclejimswormfarm.com/worm-bin-
acidity-ph-composting-worms/

http://www.iotkg.org
https://unclejimswormfarm.com/worm-bin-acidity-ph-composting-worms/
https://unclejimswormfarm.com/worm-bin-acidity-ph-composting-worms/
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WHY IT’S GREAT TO START WITH 
MANUAL SOIL PH TESTING KITS

Manutec commercially produce the scratch-card 
style soil pH testing kits developed by CSIRO. 
They’re cheap, safe, super-fun to use in school 
gardens and offer the opportunity to explore 
why certain substances are sensitive to pH and 
change colour as an ‘indicator’.

Arguably, these manual test kits lead to better 
understanding of pH in students than digital pH 
kits, because with a digital kit, the pH might be 
‘just a number’ to students. 

Best of all would be to start manual, then 
digital, then build your own IoT pH sensor as 
per the project in this lesson – ultimately putting 
students in the driving seat, designing the digital 
data collection system. 

A video about using the manual Manutec  
ph soil testing kits can be found here (video, 
duration 4:41): https://youtu.be/S6AizqoDe5Y. 
Manutec / CSIRO soil pH kits are widely available 
from garden supply and hardware stores, and 
online. 

SETTING UP THE PH SENSOR
Turn to Project: Set up a pH sensor on the 
following page, and work through the steps  
to attach the pH sensor to your pixl and start 
collecting data. This will require some simple 
coding, laid out in the video. 

If you are using a different pH sensor to the one we 
used, the code may be different. Check the website 
of the sensor manufacturer or information that 
comes with the sensor. 

SENSOR CHALLENGE
At Level 3, students should start to propose 
their own projects and systems. After 
students have set up their pH sensor, use 
your experiences on this project to inspire a 
challenge brainstorm that takes students into 
the realm of their own – plenty of ideas and 
some notes about sensors that can be used in 
many ways, can be found on page 20. 

ALKALINE

NEUTRAL

ACIDIC

Example

Sodium hydroxide
Household bleach

Ammonia solution
Soap
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Milk of magnesia
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Pure water
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Orange juice
Soda
Vinegar
Lemon juice
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PROJECT: SET UP A PH SENSOR

We used a sensor from DFRobot called the 
Gravity pH Meter 2.0. You can use any sensor 
that is compatible with the pixl or Arduino UNO. 
If you use a different sensor, check the set-up 
instructions for your sensor, as they will be 
different to what we show in the video.

The pH sensor collects and sends data about the 
pH of a water-bearing medium (e.g. moist soil) 
compared to a known solution. The DFRobot 
Analogue pH Sensor kit that we used comes 
with three solutions of known pH values so that 
the sensor can be calibrated. Solutions of pH 4 
and pH 7 help us to establish which numeric 
values from the sensor relate to which numbers 
or levels on the pH scale. 

The soil probe is kept in a solution that prevents 
corrosion, and comes with distilled water to 
allow it to be reset or cleaned after each use. 

We test soil that has been mixed to a slurry 
with distilled water. Distilled water is at a 
known pH, which should be neutral or pH 7. Soil 
particles themselves are not soluble in water, 
but they will affect the pH of the water they are 
in, which is why we mix soil in a known ratio 
(1 part soil to 2 parts distilled water) making 
a thick slurry, then let the probe stand in this 
slurry for 15 minutes before taking a reading.

TIP
It’s important to discuss with students that the 
process of calibration enables us to ‘translate’ 
the numeric values we get from the pH sensor 
into a scale that corresponds to the pH scale. 
Our sensor does not do this maths for you and 
that is a part of the learning here.

We are going to do three steps: 

1. Connect the new pH sensor to the pixl

2. Power up the new pH sensor and get it 
collecting data

3. Calibrate the sensor, so that the data makes 
sense on a recogniseable scale. This will 
require some maths, which is explained in 
the video

4. Test a slurry of distilled water mixed with 
soil at a ratio of 2:1

TIP 
Watch the video all the way through once first, 
then have it on a separate device (other than the 
one you are using to control the pixl) so that 
you can start and stop it as you go. 

Because this is Level 3, we allow for the 
possibility that you are using your own chosen 
sensor, not necessarily the DFRobot Capacitive 
soil moisture sensor we use in the video. This 
is fine! Simply check online information about 
your sensor and work through it to set up the 
sensor – some are easier than others to initiate 
and code. 

TO GET STARTED

• Visit the IoTKG website to get this video – 
www.iotkg.org 

 › Setting Up a pH Sensor

• Load up this YouTube video as well for 
additional help on calibrating the pH sensor:

 › Davy Wybiral – Calibrating analogue pH 
sensor: https://youtu.be/9EIbTbh80gA 

You may now use the pH sensor to collect pH 
data about your soil (or worm farm solids). 

Please note that the pH sensor may need 
recalibrating fairly often. 

The pH sensor probe should be kept in the liquid 
supplied to prevent corrosion.

http://www.iotkg.org
http://www.iotkg.org
https://youtu.be/9EIbTbh80gA
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LESSON 4

SETTING UP STUDENT PROJECTS

PURPOSE:
Brainstorming ideas for independent student projects 
that use the knowledge and skills gained In IoTKG. 

LOCATION: 
The garden and the classroom

DURATION: 
30 minutes for the brainstorm; time over multiple 
sessions to enact the projects

GUIDING QUESTION: 

• What other problems can we 
solve in the garden or school 
grounds, using the technology 
we have learned to use in IoTKG? 

YOU WILL NEED: 

• equipment to be determined by the project and 
by availability and budget - some ideas are listed 
on pages 21-22, and check the IoTKG website 
under Resources for links to more suggestions

We will: 

• Explore other sensors that can be linked to  
the pixl

• Discuss problems in the garden

• Begin to explore how data can help us define 
and respond to the problem, test the impact  
of our actions and refine our inputs.

http://www.iotkg.org
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NOTES FOR THE TEACHER
This is the final lesson in IoTKG and as such, is more 
of a set of open thinking prompts than a linear 
lesson sequence. 

If your school is already using a specific project 
methodology or approach such as Design Thinking, 
these prompts could be adapted to fit within the 
cycle or sequence of that method. 

These pages are meant as open invitations to 
innovation – or tinkering – and projects. 

Level 3 seeks to confirm students’ understanding 
that:

• IoT devices collect data, and can be used  
to collect consistent, specific data over time  
(e.g. soil moisture level expressed as a 
percentage, over months).

LEVEL 3: LIVING THINGS | LESSON 4

• We can assess this data to look for patterns.

• When we combine what we observe (these 
patterns) with what we know about a natural 
system, we can begin to make decisions based 
on knowledge plus observation. For example, 
we know that worms are most productive at 
between 6 and 7 pH, and yet our worm farm is 
at pH 5.5, so we need to raise the pH.  

• We can further instruct the IoT components 
to respond to certain triggers, such as to send 
an alert, open a valve, move a lever or play a 
sound.

GETTING STARTED
Show students one or both of these videos, before 
discussing the problems they would like to solve. 

Scientist Hans Forsberg wanted to clean up rubbish 
in his garden, so he built a device that released a 
food pellet every time a bird dropped in a bottlecap 
(video: duration 1:19): https://youtu.be/LJG3282QU4g

Robotics engineer Tianqi Sun wanted to help 
plants to look after themselves, so he created 
a plant-carrying robot that moves in and out of 
sunlight according to the needs of the plant on 
top of it (video, duration 1:05): https://youtu.be/
pR5zCtWOoE8

http://www.iotkg.org
https://youtu.be/LJG3282QU4g
https://youtu.be/pR5zCtWOoE8
https://youtu.be/pR5zCtWOoE8
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PROMPT 2 – PROBLEMS AND OPPORTUNITIES  
IN THE GARDEN AND SCHOOL GROUNDS

LEVEL 3: LIVING THINGS | LESSON 4

PROMPT 1 – LOOKING FOR DATA  
IN ALL THE RIGHT PLACES

Discuss the types of data that students have experienced as a part of their IoTKG journey. 

moisture

temperature

light

pH

battery level.

What other kinds of data might there be in a garden or school ground, and what could we do with it? 

Discuss the areas of activity in your school yard and school garden, and all of the potential or theoretical 
problems someone might want to work on, or systems they might want working really well. The worm farm  
is an example of a system. 

SYSTEMS: 

• compost

• hot houses / cold frames

• seed-raising beds

• chicken coops

• frog bogs and fishponds

• watering systems

• rainwater collection systems

• weather monitoring systems

• recycling systems

• What else can your students add?

POTENTIAL OPPORTUNITIES AND 
THEORETICAL PROBLEMS:

• Pests – caterpillars, white fly, snails, rodents 

• Erosion – wind, water, foot traffic

• Heat / dryness – microclimates, pizza ovens, 
chicken coops

• Precipitation / rain / water

• Cold / frost / wind

• Crime and theft

• Noise

• Encouraging wildlife – birds, lizards, native 
species, moths and pollinators 

• Looking after animals – bees, chickens, worms, 
frogs, other

• What else can your students add?

http://www.iotkg.org
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Which sensors do students think the 
magpie-feeding device or the moving plant 
robot use?

PROMPT 3 – LOOKING FOR NEW  
TYPES OF SENSORS

There are plenty of other sensors that could be 
coupled to the pixl. Sensors can monitor lots  
of different things.

You could start by searching on  
https://www.espruino.com.

Most sensors and actuators which are available for 
the Arduino can be used for the pixl as well. So,  
to find new sensors, we recommend searching for 
‘___ sensor Arduino’ to see what is available. 

TIP

Code written for the Arduino won’t work for 
the pixl but hopefully it should be simple 
enough to write your own code. 

Students who are ready to learn more 
about coding these sorts of sensors and 
devices should be encouraged to have a 
look at Gordon Williams’ book, Making 
Things Smart, published by O-Reilly and 
available in print and ebook formats. It is a 
useful resource for a keen beginner.

Making Things Smart (Publisher page): 
www.oreilly.com/library/view/making-
things-smart/9781680451887/

Heart rate sensors: Measuring the rate of the 
wearer’s heart. Ideas: create a ‘smart wrist 
band’ or athletes or a fright-o-meter for scary 
movies or a haunted house at the school fete. 

Air quality sensors: These sensors measure 
specific gages, such as carbon dioxide or 
oxygen. Ideas: use them to check the air 
quality inside certain school buildings, or in 
the chicken coop. Find out if carbon dioxide 
rates in the air speed up or slow down 
decomposition and propose a certain level  
of CO2 in packaging for fresh produce.  

Sound sensors: Sound sensors detect noise, as 
you would expect. Ideas: see how noisy it gets 
in the indoor gym, see if anything is living in 
nesting boxes on the school grounds, listen for 
frog sounds at night in the school frog bog.

GPS location sensors: These sensors collect 
data about their location. Ideas: attach them 
to things that might be stolen and see where 
they go, check how far a tree moves in the 
breeze by running one up a rope to the top of 
a high tree (or check a flagpole).

Here are a few ideas of sensors to add to the pixl: 

Motion: Motion sensors detect motion. Ideas: 
use them to see if someone has come into 
the room, or if the garden gate is opened, 
or if there is movement in an egg box inside 
a chicken coop, or if birds come to a bird-
feeding station or a nesting box in the garden.

UV light sensors:  UV light sensors measure 
the UV rays. Ideas: use them to show how 
important it is to wear sunscreen or a hat on 
certain days, or to check the UV level in shade 
compared to sunny places.

Buttons: Buttons trigger an action or actuator 
when the button is pressed. Buttons are 
included on the pixl already. Ideas: press a 
button to turn the LEDs on.
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http://www.iotkg.org
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TIME TO GET OUT THERE!

Document students’ ideas and plans, 
moving from wild ideas in open 
brainstorming to possible projects. Do 
some research together, then choose a 
few to trial. 

Remember that it’s okay for students to 
tinker, change and reiterate the project. 
Coach students not to let fear of failure 
stop them from trying! 

PROMPT 4 – LOOKING FOR NEW  
ACTUATORS

Actuators are the ‘doing things’ components that can 
be linked to Espruino devices and controlled via the 
cloud or by predetermined data triggers. 

ACTUATORS:
LCD screens: This is included as part of the pixl.  
You can display whatever text or output you want 
on the LCD screen. Idea: try the flappy bird game: 
https://www.espruino.com/Pico+Flappy+Bird+Game

LEDs: Light Emitting Displays. Idea: control individual 
LEDs to make different patterns, or connect them 
together in longer strings. Ideas: make indoor 
displays that tell you each time a chicken has laid an 
egg. (‘Likelihood of eggs today is X’.)

Servo motors: Motors that turn at a specified angle 
or hold a predetermined position. Ideas: opening or 
closing a door/ gate / flap. Make the worm farm put 
up a flag if no-one has opened the lid (to feed them) 
for more than a week. 

Water pumps: Force water through a valve. Ideas: 
automate watering or aquarium systems, worm farm 
cooling, greenhouse misting.

Speakers/buzzers: Make sounds or play music. 
Ideas: use as part of an alarm system or a 
notification or alert for any other system we are 
monitoring. Make the worm farm sing when it is 
happy!

Wifi: Allows the pixl access to a wifi network for 
an internet connection. More easily done by using 
an Arduino Espruino Wifi board rather than the pixl. 
Idea: control your actuators wirelessly or have easier 
access to live sensor data. http://www.espruino.com/
arduino-esp8266

See this link for other ideas: https://create.arduino.
cc/projecthub/projects/tags/wifi

Motor controller: For providing enough power to 
motors, allowing better control. Idea: make a remote 
control car or a plant pot on wheels that moves. 
http://www.espruino.com/arduino-motorshield

GMS: For using a mobile SIM card with your pixl. 
Gives access to internet data or SMS texts. Idea: send 
SMS text alerts from any system you are monitoring. 
http://www.espruino.com/arduino-sim900

Grove shield: Allows plug and play connection of  
a variety of different sensors.  
http://www.espruino.com/Grove

See some examples here:  
http://www.espruino.com/Grove

MODULES
Some of these sensors and actuators already have 
code written for them which you can use as a 
module. For more ideas, see:  
https://www.espruino.com/Modules
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STUDENT REFLECTION SHEET

WHERE TO FROM HERE?

After doing the projects in Level 3 (and perhaps your own extension projects!), what have you tried 
that was new? 

What interested you most about the technology, systems, or projects you worked on? (1-2 sentences.) 

Get together with two other students and come up with at least three real-world problems that 
sensors and actuators could help with. Try to think of problems or solutions you have NOT seen before. 

If you wanted to help people using IoT, what is one idea (it can be as wacky as you like) at a FAMILY 
or HOUSEHOLD level you could do? 

If you wanted to help people using IoT, what is one idea (it can be as wacky as you like) at a SCHOOL 
or COMMUNITY level you could do?

If you wanted to help people using IoT, what is one idea (it can be as wacky as you like) at a 
NATIONAL or GLOBAL level you could do?

http://www.iotkg.org
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